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ABSTRACT
Animal Computer Interaction (ACI) aims to design user-centered interactions between animals and technology. In this regard, a major challenge for researchers is accurately assessing and interpreting animal behavior, in part, due to the invasive nature of data collection techniques and to the individuality of behavior. This paper presents a method that uses tail wagging, a communicative behavior in dogs used in animal behavior and welfare studies, as a non-invasive parameter used to measure canine user experience (UX). We present findings from a study based on an observational analysis of three mobility assistance dogs’ tail wagging behaviors and canine personality scores. The findings show tail wagging is a communicative indicator, that the manner in which the tail is wagged correlates to personality, and that tail wagging provides a baseline to assess canine UX. A tail wagging ethogram was used as an evaluative tool for measuring canine UX during task training.
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INTRODUCTION
Understanding the interaction between animals and technology is a “path that seems fraught with obstacles”, due to the differences in cognitive, physiological and sensory capabilities between humans and animals [31]. When designing technological interactions for animals, these differences inevitably affect the accurate interpretation of animal users’ needs, preferences and overall experience, and therefore may result in a poor user experience (UX) for animal users [45].

Due to the individual and contextual variability of behavioral responses to different stimuli, unambiguous and consistent interpretation of behavior is non-trivial. For example, yawning could be a sign of stress in dogs but, depending on the context and on the individual, it could also be a sign of anticipation [17]. Physiological measures are often used by researchers to disambiguate behavior and understand animals’ states. However, although parameters such as salivary cortisol, heart rate variability and oxytocin have been proven to be effective indicators [5, 18, 49], their measurement is highly invasive, which compromises their reliability. For example, oxytocin is usually measured by taking a blood sample; in dogs this requires restraint, which makes the collection process stressful [18] and delays the measurement, thus reducing the reliability of collected data.

In spite of these obstacles, in order for ACI to fulfill its core aim of designing technology for and with animals [30], correctly and accurately interpreting animal behavior is critical, as it is mostly through behavior that users communicate their needs and preferences [37]. Dogs are the most frequent users of technological products [55] and their representation in ACI research is on the increase. Therefore, it is in the interest of ACI researchers to investigate effective approaches to measuring animal behavior.

To this end, the fields of animal behavior and welfare research can offer canine-specific knowledge, helping ACI researchers understand how individual differences within the same species can affect the design, implementation and outcomes of interactive technology for animals [55]. For example, personality assessments help establish individual differences among conspecifics allowing for a better understanding of behavior and coping styles of individuals based on their personality [16, 23]. Additionally, these fields tend to approach the study of animal behavior and welfare by looking at different behaviors in context and producing a more complete picture of an animal’s states and responses to stimuli [52].

As of yet, no easy way to measure the canine UX during the elicitation of user needs and preferences, or evaluation of technological interventions exists in ACI. This paper presents a method using tail wagging, a naturally occurring communicative behavior in dogs that is routinely used in animal behavior and welfare studies, as a non-invasive parameter that can be used to measure canine UX. Tail wagging is hypothesized to be a valuable behavioral measure for assessing canine UX, because it is an overt and explicit behavioral expression, a naturally occurring form of
communication and an indicator of emotion in dogs [7, 17, 32]. We explored the applicability of the method through a field study at a Mobility Assistance Dogs (MAD) training centre, where we conducted in depth observations of MADs in training, as they learnt the task of operating an off-the-shelf access button to open a motorized door. The broader aim of the study was to find ways of understanding and assessing canine UX during the interaction with the device, in order to identify user needs and preferences to inform the design of a canine-centred version of the control. Our findings show that tail wagging is a good communicative indicator, and that the manner in which the tail is wagged correlates to the dog’s personality, providing a baseline for the use of tail wagging to assess canine UX. We identified and assembled a set of detailed nuances into a tail wagging ethogram and propose that this ethogram can be used as an evaluative tool for measuring canine UX during task training and beyond.

BACKGROUND

Mobility Assistance Dogs (MAD)

Dating back at least 12,000 years [13], the long-standing relationship between canines and humans has led to the domestication of the species and resulted in a wide range of working partnerships, such as MAD partnerships. Belonging to the category of assistance dogs, MADs are trained to “assist people with disabilities other than vision or hearing impairment” [1]. Specifically, MADs are trained to perform some of the functions and tasks that an individual cannot perform as a result of their disability, such as assisting with self-care, mobility, and other physical tasks, including opening doors, retrieving objects, and switching lights [33].

Given the range of activities and tasks MADs perform on behalf of their human partners, they are required to interact with a wide variety of products and interfaces in diverse environments [31]. MADs undergo specialized training in which they learn the skills that will help them navigate these challenges. However, most of the environments and the artifacts the dogs are required to interact with reflect an anthropocentric design perspective that fails to recognize MADs as legitimate users and interactors. In spite of the specialized training that MADs undergo to develop the skills they need to work in such anthropocentric environments, they face significant challenges that all too often prevent them from completing their training and consistently performing their assistive work, and that affects their overall welfare [31]. The overall aim of our research is to understand the challenges faced by MADs as well as their usability and user experience requirements, in order to design canine-centred interfaces for the built environment that can enable MADs to work effectively and afford them a better UX.

Measuring canine UX in ACI

User-centered design (UCD) refers to the design and development of artifacts which place the user at the center of the design process as a means to ensure their needs and preferences are met [2]. Within ACI, the application of a UCD approach requires human designers to use the best available knowledge of animals needs and preferences [28] and, at the same time, to involve animals as participants in the design process preferably employing naturalistic observational methods [28, 29]. For example, Rault et al. [40] suggest that observing animals in naturalistic settings using non-invasive techniques may result in a more accurate measure of an individual’s state and may be more indicative of how an animal may respond to the task they are performing.

If, by observing the animals’ behavior during interactions, a measure of the quality of their experience could be assessed, such an assessment would allow the researchers to understand the degree to which animal’s user needs are being met, and thus something about the quality of their UX [22]. Correspondingly, its assessment ought to somehow account for its dynamic, context-dependent and subjective nature, something which is especially challenging when it comes to canine users.

In an attempt to understand canine UX, existing ACI research has explored a variety of behavioral observation methods. Robinson et al. [42, 43]’s research actively involved canine users as participants in the design process of a canine alarm that was designed to allow medical alert dogs to call for help on behalf of their assisted humans. The authors offered the dogs different low-fidelity prototypes and observed their interaction with these and were thus able to identify the dogs’ requirements. While the authors report detailed observations about the way in which the dogs engaged with the prototypes, such observations remained focused on the dogs’ performance and did not include subtler behaviors. These behaviors might have signaled different affective states, and their variations, during the interaction, which might have contributed to informing the final design. Taking a more systematic approach to the interpretation of canine behavior, Baskin and Zamansky [4]’s work explored user needs and preferences using an ethogram to assess the animals’ behavioral responses while interacting with a digital tablet. Although their approach allowed the authors to establish when behaviors signaling a playful interaction had occurred, the authors’ analysis was not detailed enough to enable them to identify and classify subtle variations such as those that indicated enjoyment or displeasure during the interaction.

An example of a more detailed and systematic analysis of animal behavior during an interaction with technology is provided by the work of Paci et al. [35]. The authors conducted a study of domestic cats’ responses while wearing biotelemetry collars and, in order to understand the animals’ experience, applied an ethological observation method. The observational protocol consisted of measuring the frequency and duration of subtle species-specific behaviors selected
from the feline ethogram, which are known to signal discomfort. Similarly, Jackson et al. [20] studied working dogs’ interaction with successive prototypes of a wearable system that enabled them to remotely communicate with their handlers. The authors used a range of metrics relating to the user’s individual characteristics as a means to assess their needs and preferences, and thereby evaluate their interaction with the prototypes, with a particular focus on usability. However, in the work of both Paci et al. and Jackson et al., the metrics used by the authors mostly focused on the user’s behavioral response while wearing and interacting with the device, without considering how the animals’ individual fundamental traits might affect their behavior and its meaning in relation to the animal’s experience.

Overall, ACI researchers are adopting and developing increasingly rigorous naturalistic observational methods to interpret animal behavior and assess their requirements during technological interactions in a non-invasive and holistic manner. However, methods that focus on individual differences tend to lack systematicity, methods that are more systematic tend to lack detail, and methods that have both detail and systematicity tend not to account for variations in fundamental individual traits and their implications for the meaning of behavior in relation to user experience, needs and preferences. To bridge this gap, we explore the use of tail wagging as a naturally occurring communicative behavior in dogs that, if systematically analysed against the benchmark of individual fundamental traits, could provide insight into the nuances of dogs’ responses to technological interactions, thus shedding light onto how canine users’ experience those interactions, and what their needs and preferences might be.

**Tail Wagging**

Observations indicate that different tail positions or the direction in which the tail wags (left vs right) can mean and communicate different things depending on the duration and intensity of the wag [7, 21, 46]. For example, Kleiman [21] and Bradshaw [7] studied wild and domestic dogs respectively, finding that low tucked-in tails show a lack of confidence as well as submission, that ‘upright tails with a wagging tip show interest, and that relaxed tails where the back-end moves indicate excitement and a desire to play.

Although currently there is no standardization for tail wagging observation, this has been used as a parameter in a number of different studies. By observing tail carriage, Beerd et al. [5] found that high cortisol and a low, or very low posture, with a tail in either a low position or curled forward between the hind legs, was indicative of acute stress. Leaver and Reimchen [25] observed that tail length is an important factor in canine communication and that long tails are more communicative than docked tails. Quaranta et al. [39] found that dogs wagged their tails more to the right when viewing positive stimuli and to the left when viewing unfamiliar or neutral stimuli. McGowan et al. [32] observed an increase in tail wagging frequency in dogs that were successful in problem solving in order to obtain a food reward. Travain et al. [48]’s research found that tail wagging frequency also increased during a food reward phase.

Although the above studies have considered specific elements of tail wagging, to date no studies have considered additional elements such as the position of the tail, the degree of movement or the way in which the tail wags. For example, Hielm-Björkman et al. [19] looked at frequency of tail wagging, ranging from very often to never, in dogs with chronic osteoarthritis, finding no quantifiable difference. But could they have if they had looked at tail position and how the tail wagged? For example, does the whole tail move from the base of the body or just the tip? Does wagging the tail at the tip mean something different compared to wagging the whole tail? Overall, these studies show that tail wagging is an important parameter which could assist in understanding how dogs communicate their pleasure or satisfaction with an interaction, as well as displeasure or dissatisfaction.

However, not all dogs wag their tail in the same way. Indeed, Handelman [17] showed, not only that tail movements have different meanings, but also that there are breed differences in how dogs wag their tail, suggesting that for a correct interpretation of tail behaviour it is important to establish the natural tail position for the breed. For example, a natural relaxed tail carriage for a Husky is a raised loosely curled tail whereas for a Golden Retriever a natural relaxed tail is carried below the top line of the back. Handelman even notes intra-breed variations from the norm. So, could tail wagging differ in different personality types as it can between and within breeds?

In order to try and understand the subtle nuances involved with tail wagging and their implications for assessing canine UX, this research considered individual tail wagging differences, in terms of subtle wagging patterns, against different dogs’ personalities. But what does personality mean when it comes to dogs?

**Personality**

Personality can be defined as “Those characteristics of individuals which describe and account for temporarily stable patterns of affect, cognition and behaviour.” [16]. Animal behaviour research has found different ways to measure and assess canine personality such as: (1) by scoring behavior from a battery of tests which the dog has to complete, (2) by asking dogs’ carers to complete questionnaires or (3) by free choice profiling where observers choose their own vocabulary to be rated and compare [16, 53]. Canine personality questionnaires, which are completed by the dog’s main caretaker, offer a convenient, time efficient and less expensive way to assess personality. Although they have been criticised as being subjective [3], reviews and meta-analysis studies have shown this concern to be ill-founded [41]. For example, well-designed questionnaires, such as the Monash Canine Personality Questionnaire (MCPQ-R), show
high inter-correlation between variables [27] and are highly predictive of future behaviours in dogs [3, 15]. Questionnaires measure personality by scoring fundamental dimensions or traits, such as extraversion or neuroticism [41], which have even been found to be generalisable across species. Studies in dogs have shown that extraverts are more active and sociable whereas neurotics show fearful behaviour and are less inclined to interact with novel tasks [12, 36]. Personality tests tend to measure traits and not specific behaviors such as tail wagging, one exception being that of Svartberg and Forkman [47], who found that confident dogs showed a high tail position with more wagging. Thus, tail wagging could be an indicator of canine personality or, conversely, personality could explain individual differences in tail behavior. While further research is required in this area to better understand associations between personality and tail wagging, the correlation between the two could be exploited when assessing dogs’ responses to technological interactions and their implications for canine UX.

THE STUDY

Research context
As a part of a larger project into the influence of task training on the complete MAD UX, we carried out a study at the facilities of a UK Charity that partners people living with disabilities and specially trained dogs. Here, dogs undergo specialized training lasting 16 weeks, during which they learn all the behaviors they are expected to perform in order to become MADs. One such category of behaviors is known as task commands, with the main behaviours being referred to by the commands “push” (using paws to push objects), “nudge” (using snouts to push objects), “pull” (using mouth to pull objects), and “retrieve” (picking up objects and returning them). All commands are taught incrementally through small behavioral changes, using positive reinforcement and clicker training techniques [38]. For example, the “push” command is used for tasks such as pushing an access button. To learn to perform this task, the dogs first learn to approach (with their snouts or paws) a wooden target that has been placed on the floor, then they are taught to press or push the target until trainers evidence a good amount of pressure being used. Once the dogs have learned the functional aspect of the “push” command, the wooden target is moved around the floor, and placed on the wall to get the dogs used to carrying out different postures to operate the target. Then the wooden target is reduced in size or placed over the real buttons until it can be phased out and the dogs learn to interact with the buttons directly. The final step involves exposing the dogs to a large variety of buttons and button placements so that they can start to generalize the “push” command to any situation they might encounter in their working lives.

During the more advanced stages of push task training, in order to mimic the dogs’ future working conditions, usually the trainer uses a mobility aid, such as a wheelchair, to approach a door next to which an automatic access button is fitted. The trainer then issues the “push” cue to the dog, usually while looking at the button, or using their fingers to point towards it. The dog is then expected to approach the button and push it using either their snout or paws. Due to the variability in button height (in addition to size, shapes materials and required activation pressure) encountered in real world environments, dogs sometimes have to jump up in order to reach and operate the button. Once the dog has successfully pushed the button the trainer marks the behavior with the sound of a clicker and offers the dog a food reward. We were interested in understanding the dogs’ responses during their interaction with the buttons; in particular, we wanted to see how they might be affected by the interaction, even though they were now proficient in performing the task.

To control for environmental variables and to exclude any environmental sensitivity that might have affected the participants, although some training sessions are held in a nearby town’s shops and residential areas, for this study all the sessions took place at the Charity’s training facility.

Research participants
Three MADs in-training and their trainers took part in the study. Canine participants were two black Labrador cross Golden Retrievers, one male (Odin, born March 2016) and one female (Lucy, September 2016), and one golden retriever, male, (Zion, September 2016). All dogs had been neutered. The dogs were at the end of their 16-week training period and were fully trained to push access buttons to open doors.

Data collection and analysis
We video recorded the activity of the dogs during “push” task training sessions, during which they were asked by their trainers to operate access buttons. All video and audio recordings were obtained using a handheld GoPro Hero 4 camera and analyzed using Windows Movie Maker (V8.0.2.0).

Eight video clips of training sessions were selected for analysis, as they showed successful and unsuccessful button pushes and contained enough clear footage of the dogs’ tail. The clips were analyzed using Windows Movie Maker (V8.0.2.0) as this software allowed a frame by frame analysis similar to the methods used by Quaranta et al.[39]. Given the speed of tail movement, frame by frame analysis is essential to understand its details. Analysis was done in two parts “before” and “after”. “Before” - tail wagging was observed from the moment the command “push” was given (verbally or by pointing) and stopped when the dog reached the button. “After” – tail wagging was observed once the dog had either pushed the button with its snout or returned all four paws to the floor after having used their paws to push.

Data from the video clips was captured in excel by noting specific tail movements and what dog and trainer were doing at the exact time that the observed movements occurred. The tail wagging behavior of the three dogs was then compared
with their personality scores, their actions and with their failure and success rates during the “push” task. Failure was defined as the dog touching the button in one way or another, but not activating the door-opening mechanism; conversely, success was defined as the dog pushing the button and activating the door-opening mechanism.

For each dog, we also completed a canine personality assessment questionnaire. Participant personalities were assessed using the MCPQ-R [26] questionnaire, evidenced to be a reliable and consistent personality measurement tool [26, 27], unlike other personality tests, such as C-BARQ, whose focus is limited to a certain period of the dog’s development or to measuring the prevalence and severity of behavioural problems. The MCPQ-R is an adjective based test which uses five dimensions to rate personality traits (neuroticism, extraversion, motivation, training and focus and amiability) through a Likert Scale rating system where 1 means “really does not describe my dog”, to 6 which means “really describes my dog”. The adjectives on the test are randomized so as not to fall into groupings for each dimension and to reduce proximity error [26]. The overall ratings were calculated to show a percentage score for each dimension. The questionnaires were completed by each of the dogs’ trainers because of their experience and knowledge of the dogs’ behaviors [26].

**Tail Wagging Ethogram**

As mentioned above, no tail wagging ethogram currently exists and previous research using tail wagging as a parameter has not followed a standardized protocol, making data difficult to compare. With this in mind, based on observations from the video analysis, we derived an ethogram that integrates tail position, direction and angle of wagging in order to account for the tail wagging nuances previously discussed. We used Grounded Theory, which allows the creation of a theoretical framework where none exists [50, 54]. During task training interactions, tail wagging was a fairly easy behaviour to observe. However, upon starting data analysis, the researchers realized that even though the basic behavior of tail wagging was fairly easy to quantify (number of wags, direction of wags and position of tail during wags), the tail wagging behaviors would quickly change during the interaction, making them hard to record. Thus, a frame by frame analyses of the video ensued which allowed a more rigorous analysis of the behavior, and in addition made the researchers aware of a wider range of tail wagging behaviors than we thought to be worth recording. Initially, the focus had been on frequency, direction, position and angle; however, the dogs also showed variation in the movement of the tail tip. Thus, the ethogram evolved to include this new tail wagging parameter (See Figure 1).

Tail position was assessed by observing the dog’s carriage of their tails and categorized into (1) high (any position above horizontal), (2) horizontal (holding tail horizontal in line with the spine), and (3) low (any position below horizontal). Tail direction was assessed by looking down at the dog’s back and logging movement to either the dog’s right or left. Midline was used when the tail was held in a central position in line with the spine. Tail angle was divided into six possible positions, by looking down at the dog’s back. A 90˚ wag was logged for a full wag which meant the tail finished at a 90˚ right angle to the body on either the left or right side. Halfway was logged as 45˚ and a wag between the midline and 45˚ was logged as <45˚. Tail tip movement was logged in a similar way. See Figure 1 for details. Although not a definitive ethogram of all tail activity, and although further research is needed in order to ascertain reliability, validity and consistency [16], this is considered a useful basis to analyze different tail wagging behaviors.

**Figure 1: Tail Wagging Ethogram**

**FINDINGS**

**Overview**

Analysis of tail wagging in the video clips showed individual differences between the three dogs in their tail wagging behavior for position (Figure 2), direction (Figure 3) and angle (Figure 4). Overall, Lucy showed a higher 90˚ or 45˚ wag with no particular difference between the left or right side. Odin’s tail was either in the high or horizontal position with a strong 90˚ or 90˚ tip wag and a preference for right sided wagging. In contrast, Zion’s tail was either in the horizontal to low position with strong 90˚ and 90˚ tip wagging and a preference to wag to the left.
Figures 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 show Lucy and Zion during their “push” command training sessions. Figure 5 shows Lucy having to jump up in order to reach the button while exhibiting a tail wag to the right. Figure 6 shows Zion approaching the button with his snout while exhibiting a horizontal tail wag to the left.

Odin scored the highest in terms of extraversion (77.7%), with Lucy a close second (67.7%) and Zion, further down the scale (44.4%). In terms of motivation, Odin scored the highest (80%), with Lucy and Zion further down the scale with 66.7% and 63.3% respectively. All dogs scored similarly in terms of training and focus with Odin scoring a bit lower (77.8%) as opposed to Lucy and Zion which shared a 86.1% score. All dogs scored closely in terms of amicability with Odin at 80%, Lucy at 83.3% and Zion at 86.7%. In terms of neuroticism Zion scores the highest at 54.2%, followed by Lucy at 45.78% and Odin at 29.2%. Results can be seen along the range from 0%-100% of potential scores in Figure 7.
Tail Wagging as an Individual Characteristic

The findings evidence tail wagging behaviors to be characteristic to each participant. Although only 3 dogs participated in the study, there seems to be enough data to support the hypothesis that each dog wags its tail in a unique manner. Odin’s tail wag could be generally described as having a tendency towards a high (46%) and horizontal (46%) tail position, with a preference towards right sided wags (55%) and an angle of tail movement at 90˚ (41%) or a 90˚ tail tip movement (33%). Lucy’s tail wagging has a significant tendency towards a high tail position (69%), with a fairly equal preference for wagging her tail to the left (46%) and right (42%), with a preference (33%) towards a 90˚ angle. Zion’s tail position exhibits an equal preference between a horizontal (38%) and low (41%) position, a tendency towards a left sided wag (48%) compared to right (40%) and midline (10%) wags respectively, and an angle of tail movement at 90˚ (41%) or a 90˚ tail tip movement (36%).

Tail Wagging and Personality

When compared to their personality assessments, the characteristic tail wagging behaviors described above correlate to their personality scores. In the case of Odin, it is interesting to note that having scored higher on extraversion (77.8%) he exhibited a greater number of tail wags in the high and horizontal position (92%) and to the right (54%). He also showed consistent 90˚ wagging of the whole tail or tip (74%) behavior which Svarberg and Forkman [47] found consistent with that of confident dogs. In contrast, Zion scored more highly on neuroticism and showed consistent 90˚ wagging of the whole tail and tip (77%) but with his tail in the horizontal or low position (77%), which has been shown to indicate lack of confidence and submission [21] or, as proposed by Handelman [17], could be a breed-specific trait to Golden Retrievers. Lucy scored mid-range for both extraversion and neuroticism. Of the three dogs she showed the greatest variation in the angle at which her tail wagged. 44% of her wags were full or tip 90˚ wags, 22% were at an angle of 45˚ and 35% were at an angle of <45˚ (tip and full). However, her tail position was predominantly high (69%) and she showed a fairly equal preference for wagging her tail to the left and right (L:46%, R:42%). These findings could indicate that tail wagging at an angle of 45˚ or <45˚ (tip or full tail) show uncertainty in a dog that is both confident and submissive.

Tail Wagging Before and After a Task

The findings also revealed a change in tail wagging behaviors among all participants before and after the task of pushing the button. A focus on these changes in behavior could potentially be used as a means to inform the quality of the interaction in order to gain a measure of canine UX. This focus is supported by a similar approach present in anthropocentric research methods where data is collected before and after a user has completed a task in order to qualify satisfaction [37].

Frequency

The findings show that all three dogs had increased tail wagging behavior after attempting to push the button (122 wags) as opposed to before (26 wags). This could in part be explained due to the variability in the timing of receiving the food reward after completing the task as experienced by the participants, which ranged from 3 seconds to 5 seconds or longer when on a few occasions the trainer’s started to maneuver the wheelchairs away from the button before...
rewarding. Thus, the dogs could be exhibiting an increase in tail wagging in anticipation of the reward, or to get the trainer’s attention and thus get the reward, or because they were confused with the delay and thus slightly aroused [17].

The study also considered individual differences in tail wagging behaviour before and after the task. Zion barely wagged his tail before the task (before = 3 wags, after = 41 wags) whereas both Lucy and Odin showed fairly equal numbers (Odin before = 12; after = 39) (Lucy before = 10; after = 42). This could be explained as a breed difference, since Zion is a Golden Retriever and Lucy and Odin are both Labrador cross Golden Retrievers [17]; or alternatively it could be due to assistance dogs having a lower baseline arousal before a task compared to pet dogs [9].

**Direction**

Before the task was completed the direction of tail wagging showed a slight preference towards the right (right = 11; left = 8), a behaviour which could indicate a left hemisphere bias. This assumption is supported by the fact that the left hemisphere is in control of routine and learnt behaviour. Indeed, since all participants had completed their training, the task would likely be familiar and easy for them to perform. After the task, direction of wagging was almost equally split with 57 wags towards the left and 56 towards the right (see Figure 8).

**Angle**

Before completing the task participants showed a greater number of 90 tip wags (tip 90˚ = 7; 90˚ = 3) whereas after the task a greater number of full 90˚ wags were noted (90˚ = 47; tip 90˚ = 27). The findings suggest that the dogs were slightly aroused before the task, probably in anticipation of the food reward, and thus arousal levels increased after the task because a reward was now expected. This increase in arousal as related to the expectation of food reward was evidenced in the work of [32, 48]. However, as previously mentioned, the angle of tail wagging should be researched in more detail to define what different tail wagging angles communicate.

**Position**

While Lucy and Zion’s tail remained consistent in position before and after the task, Odin had a tendency towards a higher number of horizontal positions before the task and high and horizontal positions after the task. Odin scored highly on motivation (80%) yet received the lowest number of rewards mainly due to him having the highest amount of failed button pushes (See Figure 9). Could the difference in his tail position reflect a lack of understanding in what was required to get the treat and therefore a decrease in his motivational state?

**Tail Wagging and Failed Attempts**

As mentioned above, during data analysis, a failed attempt was defined as one in which the dog came into contact with the button but did not manage to push it in a way that activated the door. A failed attempt did not receive a food reward and the dog was asked to repeat the task. Upon further discussion among the research team of other behaviors noted between the dogs, it emerged that, although there was a straightforward distinction between success and failure for both trainers and researchers, this was not the case for the dogs. For them the task seems to end the moment they have come into some sort of contact with the button, and not with the door opening.

This was evidenced by both Odin and Lucy in different ways. After a failed attempt, Odin continued to repeat the button pushing action when commanded whereas Lucy, who had the lowest number of failed attempts, showed what could be considered distraction or displacement behavior after a failed attempt. In spite of being given the command to push the button again, Lucy turned away in the opposite direction. Her tail wagging during this period remained high, but she showed more 45˚ wagging (11 wags) than 90˚ wagging (8 wags). The behavior and the difference in tail angle and direction could indicate that Lucy was under stress at this time reflecting on her individual UX. In contrast, Zion spontaneously pushed the button 4 times even though he had not been given the command. Zion scored more highly on training and focus with 86.1%, so this behavior could indicate his learnt ability to induce his trainer into give him more food rewards with spontaneous button pushes, regardless of their success or failure. Lucy also scored highly on training and focus (86.1%) however unlike Zion she also scored more highly on extraversion (66.7%), which could account for increased arousal affecting her ability to carry out the task (See Figures 11 and 12) [9].

**Tail Wagging and Laterality**

Based on the research team’s expertise in laterality, defined as ‘the preferential use of one side of the body over another’ [6], tail wagging was identified as a potential indicator of hemispheric dominance. This is where a preferred part of the body indicates dominance of the opposite brain’s hemisphere (i.e. in a right-handed person the left hemisphere is the dominant one) [44]. The left hemisphere of the brain is believed to control routine behaviour and proactivity; and reflects a positive cognitive bias. On the other hand, the right hemisphere controls the hypothalamic-pituitary-axis (HPA) and the emergency response; it is reactive and reflects a negative cognitive bias [44]. In human subjects, left handed people are more likely to show depressive symptoms [14] and left-pawed dogs were found to have a more negative cognitive bias [51].
Research in dogs has shown that different behaviors are reflected in either dominance or a lack of dominance of a brain hemisphere[8]. Although canine laterality research has mainly looked at the preferential use of one paw over another [53], there is evidence to suggest that asymmetric wag of the tail could also show which hemisphere of the brain is dominant [39]. This is due to a dog’s tail, although a medial organ, being an extension of the spinal column [10]. It is therefore likely that the direction in which a tail wags could reflect either dominance of one hemisphere over the other or the preferential use of one hemisphere for a particular task [53], i.e. either left hemisphere (expressed by a right tail wag) or right hemisphere (expressed by a left tail wag) [40]. For example, overall Lucy showed a fairly equal tendency for left and right tail wags (9L:46%, R:42%). However, after failing the task she showed more tail wags to the left than to the right (11 against 6), which could indicate that the right hemisphere was more active during this period. The right hemisphere controls the stress response [44].

Analysing tail wagging against the individual benchmarks of personality and laterality could provide ACI researchers who work with dogs with valuable information about the response of canine users to technological interactions. Helping them better understand the animals’ needs and preferences thus leading to improved user experience.

**Tail Wagging as a Measure of Canine UX**

It was evident from the data that food rewards were highly motivating for the dogs with all three focusing 59% of their attention on either the treat bag or 17% on the trainer as opposed to the door (13%). It could be hypothesized that, because the distinction which determines whether they get or do not get a treat is unclear, the dogs are either exhibiting an increase in tail wagging in order to get the trainer’s attention and hopefully get a reward, or because they are confused and thus slightly aroused. These behaviors, as previously discussed, are consistent with an increase in tail wagging [17], which was evidenced in all three participants after the task.

The behaviors described above when put within the context of canine task training, reveal that the dogs seemed the most interested in the task after failing, this could be due to having to reduce for the delay in the food reward, for example as evidenced by Odin’s continued attempts at pushing the button. Here, one could argue that because the dog’s interest is solely focused on the food reward, regardless of the task being performed, any task rewarded with food would afford good UX. On the other hand, one could argue that the food reward only adds complexity to the interaction, confusing the difference between success and failure for the dogs and thus should be taken out completely. Either way, both explanations imply that, in order to afford good canine UX, the task should present the dog with a clear objective to be achieved in order to complete the task. For example, the trainer could delay the food reward until after the door had opened and the threshold had been crossed, or the door itself could communicate success to the dog through a specific sound, or possibly offering the reward itself.
DISCUSSION
The above findings suggest that tail wagging is a measurable behavioral parameter which, when observed in detail against individual behavioral characteristics, provides valuable information towards understanding and potentially measuring canine UX. In addition, the findings show that differences in tail wagging among participants correlate with their personality assessment scores and, based on laterality, could indicate which hemisphere is dominant.

Advantages & Limitations of the Tail Wagging Ethogram
We explored the potential of this evaluation method during an empirical study of MADs in training and, based on our findings, propose a tail wagging ethogram that can be used as an evaluative tool for measuring canine UX. Although a more nuanced tool to capture and record tail wagging behavior could be used as a baseline to capture personality and laterality for each participant in order to better and more accurately interpret tail wagging behavior during task training. For example, in the case of Odin, the ethogram could first be used as a means to capture his personality test scores (Extraversion: 77.7%, Motivation (80%), Training and Focus (77.8%), Amicability (80%) and Neuroticism (29.2%) in a way that was easy to access during future observations sessions. The ethogram could then be used to score participant individual tail wagging traits and possible indications of laterality, through a pre-study observation protocol. Odin’s tail wagging would have a tendency towards a high (46%) and horizontal (46%) tail position, a preference towards right sided wags (55%) and an angle of tail movement at 90˚ (41%) or a 90˚ tail tip movement (33%), potentially indicating left hemispheric dominance.

Once these baselines were established, the individualized ethogram would then be used for studies in which that particular participant was involved (See Figure 12).

Tail Wagging as a Baseline for Future Studies
While, in this study, tail wagging emerges as a behavioral parameter that could be used by researchers to assess canine UX, differences in communicative behavior between full tail wags and tip-only wags remain unclear. This suggests the need for further research into these nuances. In addition, the possibility of using tail wagging as a measure of the dogs’ communicative baseline should also be further explored. Understanding the typical tail wagging behavior exhibited by each participant would make it possible to assess how they communicate, which would increase the accuracy of future canine UX assessments. In addition, the baseline could also provide a more nuanced interpretation of the tail wagging ethogram, potentially leading to a better understanding into the quality of the canine UX.

Measuring the Animal UX
Measuring the UX is a subjective process, in part due to its individualistic and non-utilitarian nature, its malleable unit of analysis and the variety of seemingly fuzzy concepts with which it is associated [24]. When trying to understand and measure the animal UX the question of what an experience means and what we are hoping to measure is important to address. Is our intent to understand the experience itself, which could be argued we do not have access to, or are we trying to interpret the animal’s behavior and responses assuming that these are a reflection of their experience? Probably both. The communication gap between researchers and research participants in ACI research is currently approached by using animal behavior as a means to analyse more objective measures such as usability [11, 34, 45]. We suggest that, in order to measure animal UX we could use similar methods by taking an approach in which the nuances of behavior, the background of the user (personality) and the context in which the user operates are all taken into account and interpreted in a holistic way in order to try and make sense of the animal UX, at least to a level of approximation that is good enough to iteratively orient the design process.

Study Limitations
This study is a first attempt at validating the use of tail wagging ethogram, against personality assessment, as a measure of canine UX. In order to further establish this indicator, data collection from larger groups of mixed-breed participants is advised. This would allow for the analysis of a range of behavioural (e.g. speed) and contextual (e.g. distractors) variables related to tail wagging. Other emerging behavioural patterns could help us discern the impact of rewards (e.g. food or toys) on current operant conditioning training techniques. In future studies, task behavior (e.g. pushing the button) could be marked following the task outcome (e.g. once the door opens) to help the user understand the task.

CONCLUSION
Tail wagging is a good indicator of canine communicative behavior, whose observation, assessment and interpretation can be easily carried out in naturalistic settings. Furthermore, initial findings from our study show a correlation between how dogs wag their tails and their personality, allowing for a baseline of individual canine behavior to be established, against which to more accurately interpret tail wagging behavior. This paper presents the results of a field study involving three MADs, during which a tail wagging ethogram was used to aid observation and measure canine UX. Findings suggest that the tail wagging ethogram provides a useful approach to measuring canine behavior during technological interactions, which could help ACI researchers elicit user needs and preferences during the design and development process.
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